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Executive summary
Data breaches are rarely out of the headlines and compliance pressure, such as the introduction of GDPR, means
security remains high on the corporate agenda. Cyber threats and data breaches are no longer the sole domain of the
IT department, they must be considered at board level as the repercussions are simply too big to ignore. Businesses
of all sizes are potentially exposed to reputational, legal and financial losses as the result of cyber attacks. Due to the
increasing sophistication of attacks and the emergence of insider threats, businesses face a battleground to balance
business productivity with the need for privacy and security. One area of the IT environment which is often overlooked
is the print infrastructure. The majority of organisations rely on print to support business-critical processes, meaning
it can be the gateway to valuable, confidential and sensitive information.
Quocirca’s Print Security 2019 report discusses how print security is becoming a greater concern to businesses with
59% reporting a print-related data loss in the past year. With only 27% classed as print security leaders, it is imperative
that businesses become more print security conscious, particularly as they look to close the paper to digital gap in
their business processes. This ultimately requires print security to move higher on the C-level agenda.
In response, print manufacturers are elevating awareness of print security risks. Today most offer a diverse range of
product offerings encompassing built in hardware security, print security solutions and comprehensive security and
risk assessments.
HP has cemented its lead as a visionary for print security, driving industry standards and offering one of the most
comprehensive hardware, software and services portfolios. Nevertheless, most competitors are hot on their heels in
developing their print security propositions. Leading players are moving to a secure-by-design approach, where
security is built in from the ground up on new hardware.
What is setting the leaders apart in the market is their investment in security services such as assessments, monitoring
and analytics. As the threat landscape becomes more sophisticated, machine intelligence will be key in being able to
respond to or predict threats. This will enable an organisation to enhance their print security posture and mitigate
potential risks.
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Key findings:
•

Businesses remain reliant on printing. Print will continue to play an on-going role in the business processes
of most US and European organisations. 87% expect print to still be important in two years’ time compared
to 91% today.

•

The dependence on print creates risk. Print is considered to be one of the top security risks to any
organisation. 66% rank print in their top 5 risks, second only to cloud-based services at 69%.

•

Print security maturity varies. Organisations vary in their capability to ensure the security of their print
environment. In Quocirca’s Print Security Matrix, 27% were classed as print security leaders, with 17% as
laggards and the rest classed as followers. USA had the most leaders at 36%, UK the least at 18%.

•

Businesses are increasing their print security spend. On average 11% of IT security spending goes on specific
print security measures. 77% say print security spending is increasing.

•

Print related data breaches are frequent and costly. 11% of all security incidents are print related, equating
to an average of nine print-related incidents per year. 59% of these lead to data losses, costing an average of
£313,000 per-annum to deal with. Other impacts include lost productivity and revenue.

•

The majority are concerned about malware attacks. There is a perception gap where security risks are
concerned. The top perceived security risk is malware, rated as the highest concern by 70%. However, when
it comes to actual incidents, the most likely cause is the accidental actions of internal users, which are
involved in 32% of incidents.

•

The use of a managed print service (MPS) leads to improved print security. Overall 62% of organisations
are using an MPS to gain access to print management and security skills which are often lacking in-house.
This figure rises to 76% for print security leaders (as measured by Quocirca’s index) compared with just 44%
for the laggards.

•

Most organisations have conducted a print security assessment. Overall, 70% have carried out an
assessment, although only 18% have conducted these in-house. For the rest they are conducted by third
parties such as MPS providers or managed security service providers (MSSP).

•

The use of print-specific security measures varies. Overall, 51% have a formal print security policy, 48%
apply regular firmware updates, 40% use pull printing, 37% use secure mobile printing and 36% third-party
device testing.
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Scope and definitions
This paper examines the security challenges of operating an unmanaged and insecure print infrastructure. It draws on
research carried out by Quocirca amongst 250 enterprises in the UK, France, Germany and the US in December 2018.
Alongside the primary research, key vendors in the market participated to provide details of their security offerings.
The print security market is characterised broadly as follows:
•

•
•

Hardware vendors. All the major vendors, including Canon, HP, Kyocera, Konica Minolta, Lexmark, Ricoh,
Sharp and Xerox offer comprehensive portfolios that include built-in hardware security features, access
control software and third-party vendor agnostic pull-printing. Some vendors also offer security assessment
services either independently or as part of their MPS offerings.
Third-party ISVs. A range of ISVs offer secure print solutions including (but not limited to) Nuance,
EveryonePrint, Papercut, Pharos, Print Audit, Ringdale and Y Soft.
Data loss prevention. Although vendors in this space are not strictly operating in the print security market,
Quocirca believes the capabilities they offer to printing documents based on content analysis offers a higher
level of security.

The following vendors participated in this study:
•
•

Hardware vendors: Brother, Canon, HP, Lexmark, Ricoh and Xerox.
Third-party ISVs: EveryonePrint, Ringdale, Y Soft.

Each vendor was requested to complete a written submission detailing its strategy, capabilities and customer
references to capture key facts and figures.
The following definitions are used through the course of this report:
•

•

•

MFP: an MFP (multi-function printer, or sometimes product or peripheral), multifunctional, all-in-one (AIO),
or multifunction device (MFD) combines print, copy, scan and fax functionality. MFPs offer advanced features
such as scan-to-email, scan-to-network destinations and are often based on an embedded software platform.
This allows software developers to build integrated solutions for MFP devices.
Pull Printing: pull printing functionality allows a document to be released only upon user authentication
using methods such as proximity/magnetic/smart cards or biometric recognition. Users submit jobs to
designated pull-printing queues and jobs are moved from the pull-printing queue to the dedicated print
queue. Requiring the user's presence at the printer in order to collect print jobs reduces print waste without
imposing accounting limits.
Managed Print Service (MPS): This is the outsourcing of the print infrastructure through a process of
assessment, optimisation and ongoing management. MPS comes in many forms, from entry level packages
that wrap hardware, service and supplies based on a cost-per-page contract to more sophisticated enterprise
engagements that include document workflow, change and continuous management, based on stringent
service level agreements.
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The print security threat
The continuing digitisation of business processes may prompt expectations of the demise of paper and printing in the
workplace. Such views are misplaced. Quocirca’s research consistently shows that businesses remain dependent on
print to support business activities. However, the way print is being used, managed and integrated into business
processes is changing. Alongside this are growing concerns about the security threats that arise from continued
reliance on printing. There are two broad areas of threats: those posed by the documents that print devices produce;
and the vulnerability of the print infrastructure itself.
Paper output from printers often includes confidential documents, which can end up in the wrong hands at any point
during their lifecycle, for example early on - if left in output trays, or later - if disposed of carelessly. Documents are
also a privacy and compliance problem. Instances of documents being sent to the wrong recipient are all too common,
especially in sectors like healthcare, where there is still plenty of paper correspondence. Documents destined for
printing are also a risk before ink and paper ever meet, as most print devices contain local disk drives to store and
queue output.
Although such stored output is one temptation for print infrastructure hackers, it is unlikely to be the primary target.
The security threat from print devices is like that of any network-attached device, all of which are increasingly referred
to as IoT (Internet of Things) devices. There are three main IoT related threats:
1.

2.
3.

The device may be used as a network ingress point. In many cases printers may be poorly secured, firmware
does not get updated and access credentials are easily compromised, for example because defaults are never
changed or because access is shared between multiple administrators.
Second, sabotaging IoT devices may be an easy way to target and disrupt an organisation’s business
processes.
Thirdly, IoT devices, including printers, may be recruited to botnets which are then used to perpetrate
distributed-denial-of-service (DDOS) and other attacks that can benefit from access to lots of free processing
power.

Quocirca’s Print Security 2019 market report reveals the key market trends impacting print security in today’s everexpanding threat landscape. It highlights the concerns and levels of confidence around print security and the ways
these are being addressed. The report covers both European and US-based businesses ranging in size from 250
employees to many tens of thousands across a range of sectors (see appendix 1).
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Print security vulnerabilities
Despite the move to digital communications, many businesses still rely on printing to support key business
processes. MFPs are prevalent across businesses of all sizes and as such they are a critical network endpoint that
must also be secured. Even behind a firewall, an MFP can be a front door to the network leading to the potential
for compromising corporate or customer data.

MFP Security Vulnerabilities
The potential risks are illustrated in the diagram above. These include:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Unclaimed output. Confidential or sensitive information can be collected inadvertently or intentionally by
an unauthorised recipient.
Latent images on hard disk. All documents whether they are printed, copied, scanned, faxed or stored are
processed within the hard disk drive. This can present a risk not only if the device is hacked, but also at the
end of life when potentially hard disk data could be recovered.
Unauthorised access to MFP functions. If MFP settings and controls are not secure, it is possible to alter and
reroute print jobs, open saved copies of documents, or reset the printer to its factory defaults. Potential
hackers could also attack print devices to either intercept or download copies of scanned-in documents,
emails and user access credentials.
Network security risk. Jobs sent to the MFP for printing typically sit unprotected on the server queue. At this
stage, the printing queue can be paused and files copied and the queue restarted. In the worst case, a user
from the outside can obtain confidential information, or place malware on the device. Open network ports
also present a security risk enabling the MFP to be hacked remotely via an internet connection. Printers can
therefore be prime targets of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Further, if data transmitted to a printer is
unencrypted, hackers are potentially able to access this data.
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Print reliance provokes security concerns
Asked to consider the importance of print 91% of respondents indicated it is important today (2018). This only drops
to 87% when asked to consider the position in two years’ time (2020). There was some variation: 94% of public sector
organisations believe print will still be important in 2020, whilst only 84% of industrial organisations say this will be
the case; 93% of larger businesses agree, compared to 80% of smaller ones. In no country or sector did the figure drop
below 80% either for today or in two years’ time.
At one level businesses recognise the ongoing need for print, but at another they reveal concerns about the risks
associated with this dependence on print. When asked to consider the risks that may lead to security problems and
data breaches in general, the print infrastructure ranks second behind public cloud services (Figure 1), with 66%
ranking it in their top five risks compared to 69% for the latter. In professional services, finance and retail, print is the
top concern; this is also the case in France and the USA. Whatever the reality of the risks, the perception that print is
a security problem has always needed to be addressed and this will remain the case. However, whilst most are aware
of the risks associated with print infrastructure, there is plenty of scope for increasing the confidence that these risks
can be mitigated.

Public cloud services

69%

Print infrastructure

66%

Network

62%

Mobile devices

58%

Email

57%

User end points

55%

Data centres

54%

Enterprise applications

48%

Nothing

4%
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Figure 1: Rating of IT risks that may lead to security breaches (% ranking as a top 5 concern)
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Print security – maturity, confidence,
concern and spending
To assess the impact of effective print security, or a lack of it, it helps to have a measure of print security maturity.
Quocirca has designed a print security maturity index for use in this report, the elements of which are defined in
appendix 2. The index considers seven factors: the proportion of overall IT security spending that goes on print
security; the use of print security assessments; the use of pull printing; having a formal print security policy; secure
mobile printing; third party testing of printing devices and printer firmware updates.
Print security maturity index scores were classed as follows (all scores out of 10):
• Print security leaders – score of 8 or more – at the forefront of addressing print security issues, they are
often big users of print and suffer the most print-related security incidents. Leaders recognise the threats
and the need to mitigate them.
• Print security followers – score between 5 and 8 – may or may not be major print users, aware of the
problems, but only partially addressing them.
• Print security laggards – score of 5 or less – in some cases low level users of print and consequently suffered
fewer print-related incidents. However, many are just complacent, ignoring the threat from print and likely
to suffer the consequences.
Print security maturity varies by country, sector and the size of an organisation (Figure 2). The US has the most leaders,
France the most laggards. Retail, which relies on in-store printing and paper dispatch notes for online sales, has the
most leaders, finance the least, perhaps because as a sector it has done more to move away from printed
communications. Larger organisations lead over smaller ones in line with the expected ongoing importance of print.

Size
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27%

500 plus

31%

250-499

Country

22%

France

22%
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10%

60%

18%

46%

32%
66%
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36%

16%
46%

30%
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20%
54%
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Public sector

14%

58%
36%
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17%

54%

22%
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Sector

56%

18%

58%

26%

12%

50%

24%

Industrials

22%

62%

16%
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20%

64%
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Figure 2: Quocirca’s Print Security Maturity Index
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Whether leaders or laggards, what print-related risks should organisations be protecting themselves against? Concern
about the risk of security breaches and data leaks is high (Figure 3). 73% say they are concerned or very concerned.
The figure drops to 46% in Germany and was highest in the US at 80%.

Total

73%

Country

US

80%

France

77%
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76%
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Germany

46%
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71%
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Figure 3: Concerns about the risk of print security-related data breaches (% concerned or very concerned)
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Despite the concern, there is not much confidence that print infrastructure is protected against security breaches and
data leaks. Overall just 24% feel highly confident whilst 33% have a low level of confidence (Figure 4). Confidence was
highest in the US and lowest in Germany; highest in retail and lowest in professional services. That Germany was
lowest with both confidence and concern, may just be indicative of conservative scoring by German respondents.

Maturity

Total

24%

Print security leaders
Print security followers

Country

60%
42%

24%

Germany

25%

34%

16%

42%

40%

12%

44%

60%

500 plus

24%

250-499

23%

Retail

26%

Finance

24%
20%

Prof services

20%
10%

28%

39%

28%

Public sector

28%

48%

Industrials

0%

30%

30%
33%

France

21%

49%

9%

UK

Size

40%

21%

Print security laggards

38%

42%

30%

52%

22%

38%

38%

48%

32%

38%
20%
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40%

Medium

Figure 4: Print security confidence
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One of the measures used to calculate the print security maturity index was the proportion of total IT security budget
that was spent specifically on print security. The overall average is 11% (Figure 5). The figure is highest in the public
sector (13%) and lowest in professional services (9%). Overall 77% say that absolute print security spend has increased
in the last two years, the figure is consistent across most countries and sectors; only 6% say it has decreased (Figure
6).

Total

11%

Country

USA

12%

France

10%

Germany

10%

Size

UK

11%

250-499

11%

500 plus

11%

Finance

10%
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Public sector

13%

Industrials

12%

Retail

10%

Prof services

9%
0%

4%

8%

12%

16%

Country

Figure 5: Annual print security spend as a % of IT security spending and print spending
Total

77%

16%

6%

UK

78%

16%

6%

France

78%

16%

6%

US

79%

Size

Germany

20%

6%
8%

250-499

78%

15%

7%

500 plus

77%

18%

6%

Retail

Sector

15%

72%

84%

Prof services

12% 4%

68%

Public sector

26%

74%

20%

6%
6%

Industrials

80%

12%

8%

Finance

80%

12%

8%

0%

20%
Increased

40%
Stayed the same

60%

80%

100%

Decreased

Figure 6: Change in print security spend over the last two years
Maturity, confidence, concern and spending are not just down to perception about the risks to print infrastructure,
some of it is down to the incidents experienced and how well they have been dealt with.
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Print-related security incidents, data losses
and consequences
Print-related IT security incidents are frequent and costly. Overall respondents estimate that 11% of all IT security
incidents in the last 12 months have been print-related. This might sound high, however many will have taken into
consideration printed information falling into the wrong hands as well as attacks on printers themselves. For the
average organisation this amounts to nine incidents during the previous year. Both figures are highest in the USA (14%
and 11 incidents) and in finance (15% and 11.5 incidents). In finance, this may be related to the sector’s magnetism
for attackers viz. it suffers the most attacks overall and therefore the most on printers.
Print security maturity itself does not reduce the number of attacks on print (Figure 7). The most mature suffer the
greatest number of incidents. So, print security maturity is more likely to be a response to the threat - an organisation
more reliant on print takes security of the print environment more seriously. There are, of course, plenty of
exceptions. Just because an organisation is more targeted and suffers more incidents, it does not mean it suffers more
severe consequences, if it is mature enough to deal with them.

Print security leaders (67)

49%

Print security followers (140)

37%

Print security laggards (43)

14%

0%
> 20%

10-20%

27%

60%

13%

67%

13% 11%

20%

58%

31%

31%

14% 12%

55%

53%

35%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
5-10%

1-5%

None print related

No incidents

Figure 7: Print security incidents as a proportion of total security incidents by print security maturity
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Overall, 59% say that in the past 12 months at least one print-related security incident has led to a data loss, rising to
70% in retail, 66% in finance and 64% in the USA (Figure 8).

Total 2%
250-499

27%
24%

Size

2%

500 plus 2%
Retail

30%

30%

Prof services

8%

Industrials
0%

3%

32%

30%

28%

16%

A few

26%

8%

32%

8%

44%

2%

52%

40%
One

6%

28%

30%

16%

20%

Many

41%

28%

28%

2%

5%

44%

38%

Public sector

36%

30%

26%

Finance

Sector

30%

60%
None

2%
80%

100%

Don't know

Figure 8: Print-related data loss incidents the past 12 months
Retail has had a lot of well-publicised breaches of customer data in recent years. Dealing with these data losses is
estimated to cost an average £313,000 per annum (Figure 9). This is higher in more regulated Europe (£400,753) than
in the USA (£199,805).

Total

£312,567

Europe

£400,753

US

£199,805

£0

£100,000

£200,000

£300,000

£400,000

£500,000

Average cost of print related data loss

Figure 9: Average cost of a print related data loss (sample size = 148 organisations that suffered a data loss)
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The consequences are not just financial, but also include lost productivity, lost business and revenue (Figure 10).
Business-critical processes, such as loan applications and those still using paper documents which need signatures, all
rely on printing and can be impacted by print security incidents. Processes may have to be temporarily stopped if a
data breach has occurred or the process has been sabotaged. On average it is reported to take 4.4 days to recover
from an incident, the figure is highest in finance (5.8) days, which has the most print-related data incidents and losses
to deal with.

Reduced employee productivity

40%

Business downtime

39%

Lost revenue

34%

Loss of customer confidence

24%

Fines/legal costs

24%

Loss of customers

20%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

% saying factor was a consequence of a print data loss
Figure 10: Consequences of print-related data losses
Overall 24% of respondents say there have been fines and legal costs associated with data leaks. Not all such incidents
attract the attention of regulators, but there is concern that they could.
Across the board there is one regulation which is being taken into consideration more than any other – the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 40% take GDPR into account when planning print investments. This is even higher
than average in the USA (42%), where many multinationals rely on European trade. Additionally, many expect GDPR
to be a harbinger for more stringent data protection regulations worldwide.
Only in France is another regulation, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers security regulation IEEE 2600,
considered more often (by 30%) than GDPR (just 20%) when making print investments.
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Print security concerns, action and budget
constraints
Effective print security requires an understanding of where the risks lie and how best to mitigate them. Asked about
the perception of risk 70% worry about malware being implanted on print devices, making it the top concern by some
way (Figure 11). This is followed by the related issues of hacks via printers and the compromise of printer access
credentials, both selected by 60%. Perceived risks are less about printed information itself and more about print
devices.

Implanted malware

70%

External hacks via printers

60%

User credentials for printers compromised

60%

Vulnerabilities, printer firmware

57%

External MPS providers data mishandling

56%

Vulnerabilities, applications that access printers

56%

Accidental actions of internal users

55%

Admin credentials for printers compromised

52%

Printed documents in output trays

51%

Deliberate actions of internal users

51%

Physical security of print devices

46%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Figure 11: Concern with factors that may cause a print security incident (fairly or very concerned)
In the UK 70% worry about the accidental actions of internal users, just behind malware at 74%. When it comes to
print, sending confidential output to printers in shared spaces or passing printed documents to the wrong recipients
are the most likely errors.
UK respondents are right to worry; for those that have had incidents, when asked to state the actual factors involved,
internal user accidents top the list by some margin (Figure 12), thought to be involved in 32% of incidents. The
perceptions of risk and the reality do not align, potentially leading to too much focus on some risks and too little on
others when it comes to taking protective measures.
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Accidental actions of internal users

32%

Vulnerabilities, applications that access printers

27%

External hacks via printers

25%

User credentials for printers compromised

24%

Implanted malware

22%

Vulnerabilities, printer firmware

22%

Admin credentials for printers compromised

20%

Printed documents in output trays

20%

Physical security of print devices

19%

Deliberate actions of internal users

19%

External MPS providers data mishandling

11%
0%

10%

20%

30%

% of respondents indicating that factor played a part

Figure 12. Factors that have played a part in actual security incidents
Whether it is perceived concerns, or the factors involved in actual incidents, the most cited factor inhibiting effective
print security is budget constraints (Figure 13). However, whilst it tops the list, only 31% selected it and there are
plenty of other reasons holding organisations back. These include poor integration of tools and a lack of internal skills.
Internal skills might be further up the list, but for many it is less of a concern as they source such skills from third
parties.

Budget constraints

31%

Poor tool integration

25%

Lack of internal skills

21%

Poor end user awareness

20%

Lack of effective tools

20%

No formal policy

20%

Poor executive awareness

17%

No competent 3rd party provider

17%

Service provider lacks expertise

15%

Poor executive support

13%

Nothing

10%
0%

10%

20%

30%

% saying factor is an inhibitor to print security

Figure 13. Inhibitors to effective print security
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MPS, security assessments and other
measures
62% of organisations are now working with managed print service (MPS) providers to manage print requirements in
general (Figure 14). However, this figure rises to 76% for print security leaders, whilst it is just 44% for laggards. Whilst
it is possible to work with an MPS provider simply to manage print costs and peripherals, increasingly they are also
delivering value-added services such as print security.

Print security maturity

Total (250)

62%

Print security leaders (67)

30%

76%

Print security followers (140)

19%

61%

Print security laggards (43)

40%

44%

0%

7%

40%

4%

6%

16%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Use MPS

Planned

No plans

Figure 14: MPS adoption and print security maturity
That said, whilst the benefits of MPS seem widely accepted, 56% of MPS users worry about the security of the data
collected by their providers. This is in line with general concerns about external service providers, so MPS providers
should redouble efforts to communicate how safe their data handling is and turn security into a selling point. In reality,
only 11% say an MPS provider mishandling data has been a factor in a real-world incident (see Figure 12), the least
cited of any factor.
Print security assessments form the foundations of any print security plan and most MPS providers offer this service.
The existence or absence of assessments is an element of Quocirca’s print security maturity index. 70% of
organisations currently carry out print security assessments, however, for more than half of these (38%) this is a recent
activity started within the last 12 months (Figure 15).
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32%

250-499

30%

38%

25%

32%

6%

31%

7%

Size

Total

500 plus

34%
0%

43%

20%

40%

18%

60%

5%

80%

100%

Security assessments conducted for some time
Recently started security assessments
Plan to conduct security assessments
Have no plans

Figure 15: Print security assessment usage

Status of print security
assessments

These assessments work. Those who have been carrying them out for some time have a higher confidence in print
security than others, those not doing them the lowest confidence (Figure 16). Most assessments are carried out by
third parties, either as part of an MPS service or as a specific activity via another service provider or managed security
service provider (MSSP). Only 18% say assessments are carried out in house, a figure which rises highest, to 28%, in
the public sector. Protecting against security threats is the most widely cited reason for carrying out assessments,
selected by 47%, next on the list is meeting print security standards at 35%, regulatory compliance comes in at fifth,
selected by 28%.

Conducted for some time

39%

Started in last 12 months

18%

Do not do assessments

15%

0%

46%

15%

54%

28%

29%

20%

56%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Confidence in print security
High

Medium

Low

Figure 16: Print security assessment impact on print security confidence
Whoever carries out assessments, guidance should be forthcoming for improving print security. There are five printspecific measures that are recommended, and which could be used more widely (Figure 17). Having any one of these
in place increases an organisation’s score on Quocirca’s print security maturity index. Most likely to be in place was a
formal print security policy (51%), followed by 48% applying regular firmware updates to printers, 40% using pull
printing (which avoids documents being left in output trays), 37% using secure mobile printing and 36% taking
advantage of third-party printer device security testing.
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Formal print security policy

51%

37%

12%

Regular printer firmware updates

48%

39%

12%

Pull printing

40%

43%

17%

Secure mobile printing from smartphones

37%

41%

22%

Third party testing of printers

36%

42%

22%

Automatic vulnerability scanning

45%

Security information and event management (SIEM)

39%

Data loss prevention (DLP)

38%

Background checks on repair technicians

36%

Digital rights management (DRM)

33%
0%

Currently use

Planned

20%

36%
37%

20%
24%

46%
37%

16%
28%

47%
40%

60%

20%
80%

100%

No plans

Figure 17: Adoption of print security measures
There are also several more generic security tools that can benefit the security of the print environment, such as
security information and event management (SIEM), data loss prevention (DLP) and digital rights management (DRM),
which are used by 39%, 38% and 33% of organisations respectively. For those using any of these measures, print
specific or generic, the level of satisfaction is high, all scoring more than 4 out of 5.
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Future outlook
Print security needs to be a strategic board-level issue, moving beyond the domain of the IT manager to the CISO and
CIO. The continued high level of print-related data breaches demonstrates that businesses need to do more to protect
their devices, network and data. An organisation’s information security strategy can only be as strong as its weakest
link. The expanding IoT security threat landscape means that the challenge of print security is moving beyond
protecting the printed page. As IoT devices, smart MFPs are susceptible to the growing threat of DDoS attacks as well
as providing an open gateway to the corporate network.
The threat to the print environment can be mitigated, but only a minority of organisations are currently succeeding.
Those that are doing best, achieving the highest print security maturity scores, are some of the most prolific users of
print. However, the threats exist for all organisations and print security laggards and followers can learn from the
leaders.
Manufacturers must embed security into the architecture and interfaces of their products, in order to protect the
lifecycle of devices, from inception to retirement. This means future proofing devices as they become more powerful,
store more data and increase in functionality. MFPs should have the ability to run security updates automatically,
validate new software and lock features where appropriate.
Devices should have the intelligence to identify a security event and communicate such events and remediate as
appropriate. This means that print management functionality must be integrated in broader IT security management
tools to provide remote warning notifications for errors or unusual activity.
Ultimately, print security demands a comprehensive approach that includes education, policy and technology. In
today’s compliance-driven environment, where the cost of a single data breach can run into millions, organisations
must proactively embrace this challenge. By using the appropriate level of security for their business needs, an
organisation can ensure that its most valuable asset – corporate and customer data – is protected. Managed Print
Service providers are well positioned to provide the support and guidance needed. There is no room for complacency,
given the far-reaching repercussions – legal, financial and reputational - of print related data losses.
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Recommendations for IT decision makers
With businesses continuing to remain reliant on print for the foreseeable future, effective print security that forms an
intrinsic part of an overall IT security plan enables the safe deployment of print infrastructure which addresses
business objectives while protecting its assets. Print security needs to be firmly on the board agenda, with the risks
understood by the CIO as well as the CISO.
Business leaders should consider the following when building a print security strategy:
1. A complete security ecosystem
Given networked MFPs and printers are as connected as any other IT endpoint, and not only process confidential and
sensitive information but also generate this as output, print security must be treated as a fundamental element of the
broader security strategy. There are multiple layers to print security – encompassing the device, network and the
documents/information they produce. This demands a comprehensive risk assessment.
2. Conduct a comprehensive security assessment
The first step is to evaluate the existing fleet to discover potential security vulnerabilities, particularly when a mix of
legacy and new devices have been deployed. Such insights provide organisations with visibility into their print
environment and can set a foundation for ongoing monitoring of devices once the fleet is optimised and secured.
Security assessments can vary widely from basic discovery to full assessments and are offered by most MPS providers.
3. Print security starts with procurement
Devices must be procured with security and remote management in mind. For the most effective control, devices
should be based on common interfaces and standardised management tools. Evaluate devices that have built-in
security such as intrusion detection, white-listing and syslog data collection with links to established SIEM tools.
4. Strengthen the processes for access credentials and vulnerability management
One key security challenge is the ability to easily upgrade firmware and patch devices as soon as vulnerability is
publicised. Older devices that are not patchable are a particular security risk. Consider automating the deployment of
firmware updates.
Access credentials are a weak point for print devices, for example default admin accounts are often left in place. Once
installed, default passwords should be changed to unique, complex, strong passwords, as advised by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
5. Protect sensitive or private jobs while in motion
End-to-end encryption of network traffic ensures secure transfer of print jobs to printers, however, as most printers
cache content, locally stored data should also be encrypted. Many regulations require this, for example PCI DSS.
6. Continuously monitor the print environment and make use of analytics
Knowing the current status of devices provides a secure view of the entire print environment. Consider using network
monitoring and alerting tools such as ICMP, SNP and Syslog to regularly track devices and fix issues. MFPs generate a
wealth of data, for example on authentication and usage. This can be used to identify potential security events and
enable fast responses to attacks. If using an MPS provider check if it offers regular compliance reports, which should
include data breach monitoring and reporting.
7. User education and training
With many data loss incidents being caused unintentionally by internal users (32% of print security incidents involved
the accidental actions of users in the current survey), it is vital that businesses have security training in place to
educate employees on the importance of protecting sensitive information and raise awareness of relevant malicious
threats. All organisations must better educate and train end users on the potential security risks associated with
printing, many MPS providers will offer help with training needs.
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Vendor profile: HP
Quocirca opinion
HP Inc. continues to lead and shape the market for print security, testament to its extensive security heritage and
technology innovation which continues to drive new industry standards. It arguably offers some of the best-in-class
print security products, solutions and services in the industry. This is backed by an unwavering commitment to
deepening its cybersecurity expertise and resources to support its extensive range of security assessment services.
HP’s security strategy is underpinned by a robust approach to cyber resilience and endpoint security innovation that
is consistent across its print and PC products and services. Through initiatives such as The Wolf campaign, HP is also
instrumental in influencing the priority for IT to address security at all endpoints, including printers, by raising
awareness of network vulnerabilities. Quocirca expects HP to further reinforce its lead in the market and drive
industry standards for print security, continuing to commit resources to the development of new technologies and
services which set it apart from its competitors.
Design for cyber resilience
HP has an extensive history of device security innovation and driving new industry security standards. Its hardware
portfolio – both print and PC – are embedded with self-healing technologies based on a strategy of protection,
detection and recovery. HP’s approach to “design for cyber resilience” means devices are able to detect, remediate
and recover from attacks, with minimal interruption to users or IT administrators. HP printers boast a range of unique
security features that can stop an attack the moment it starts. HP Enterprise models can self-heal with unique security
features including Run-time Intrusion Detection, HP Sure Start, HP JetAdvantage Security Manager and Whitelisting.
First industry print security bug bounty program
HP is heavily invested in proactively addressing the constantly changing threat landscape focusing on modern malware
targets including both hardware and firmware. Reinforcing its commitment to proactive vulnerability discovery, HP
launched the industry’s first print security bug bounty program in 2018. It selected Bugcrowd, a global leader in
crowdsourced offensive security, to manage vulnerability reporting, a move that further underscored its commitment
to deliver the world’s most secure printers.
HP JetAdvantage Solutions Program
The HP JetAdvantage Program which provides a broad offering of HP sold and Partner sold solutions for security,
management, workflow and mobile printing is another example of its security-first approach. This program combines
HP printing and imaging devices with third-party solutions meeting print and device management, security, capture,
workflow, mobility and fleet management business needs.
Moreover, both HP and third-party software vendors’ internal solutions development lifecycle processes and policies
receive Security Innovation’s (SD-PAC) Secure Development Process Assessment Certification. This independent
certification helps assure users of HP commercial print and MFP devices that run HP firmware and HP JetAdvantage
and certified third-party solutions, that robust software development practices were incorporated into their design.
It is based on industry-leading Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) methodologies proven to reduce overall risk.
HP is the only printer vendor to have received security certification for HP and third-party software that integrates
with its MFPs.
Market leading security assessment services
HP continues to invest heavily in resources to support its diverse range of security assessment services, which range
from basic assessments to ongoing monitoring to support SLAs on security governance and compliance. HP prides
itself on its deep analytic expertise, helping organisations to understand their security risk profile and determine the
best approach to controlling and securing their print infrastructure. Customers can bolt-on HP Print Security
Professional Services to a MPS contract to get further layers of protection. HP Secure MPS capabilities include
advanced secure professional services, software solutions and expanded core delivery capabilities for customers’
multi-vendor print fleets, enabling companies to outsource and improve their security profile while saving valuable IT
resources.
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HP Print Security Advisory Services (PSAS) can help assess risks through evaluation of device, data and document
security vulnerabilities, develop a custom print security policy based on business needs and best practices, and make
process and technology recommendations for improved security.
Designed to help businesses roll out a security action plan, HP Print Security Implementation Services enable users to
deploy security settings, add security enhancements like device certificates, and integrate printers into Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) tools such as ArcSight, Splunk, or SIEMonster.
HP Print Security Advisory Retainer Service provides trained experts to monitor security, identify potential issues and
maintain proof of compliance for regulatory requirements - this service is unique to HP. HP Print Security Governance
and Compliance Service provides trained experts to monitor and manage print security compliance.
Product Overview
In addition to supporting a strong set of default security features and settings, HP devices also include a number of
HP-specific advanced embedded security capabilities.
Key features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Run-time Intrusion Detection. Detects and stops attacks while the device is running and forces a reboot to
repair the system.
HP Sure Start. In reboot, HP Sure Start detects and prevents the execution of malicious code and self-heals
the BIOS.
HP JetAdvantage Security Manager. This security fleet management solution checks and fixes device
security settings in a reboot.
Whitelisting. Helps ensure only authentic HP code is loaded into memory and will reboot and notify IT if
compromised.
HP Connection Inspector. Evaluates outgoing network connections to determine what’s normal, stop
suspicious requests, and automatically trigger a self-healing reboot.
Fleet-wide authentication solutions. HP Universal Print Driver and HP Access Control (for PC network
printing) and HP JetAdvantage Connect and HP Access Control (for mobile users) require users to enter a
password or PIN, or scan their badge or fingerprint.
HP Access Control Secure Pull Print. This server-based pull print software solution can be set to require all
users to authenticate before retrieving a print job.
HP JetAdvantage Secure Print. Provides an option for print jobs to be sent and stored in a secure cloud
queue until the user authenticates and prints the job.
Data Loss Protection. Solutions to help protect data when printed, scanned, or faxed
HP Universal Print Driver. Includes a secure encrypted printing feature for sensitive documents. It allows
users to send a print job to be held until they release the job via a PIN at the device.
HP Proximity Card Reader. Users can quickly authenticate and print securely at a printer or MFP via an
existing ID badge.
Watermarking security. HP and partner-enabled options for watermarking, security printing (e.g., MICR
printing) and document forensics
HP Roam for Business. Replaces traditional, printer-specific drivers with an intuitive print experience that is
simple to use, scalable and provides a similar experience across desktop and mobile devices. Customer and
company data are protected by advanced security features such as encryption, authentication and
integration with Azure Active Directory.
HP JetAdvantage Link and HP JetAdvantage Applications. A development platform and ecosystem for
secure and simple workflows.
Industry standard tools integration. McAfee SIEM, ArcSight by MicroFocus SIEMonster, Splunk, HP Printer
Security plug-in for Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCMM)
Channel enablement. Sales tools, training, certification programs and customer security assessment tools
for channel partners to help their customers address top security concerns.
HP Labs. Over 50 years of innovation and a dedicated Security Lab to “design for cyber-resilience.”
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Appendix 1 – Demographics
Breakdown of sample showing actual respondent numbers
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50
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Appendix 2 – Print security maturity index
The print security maturity index has a maximum value of 35, but this is recast as a score out of 10 in the report. The
index indicates how advanced a given organisation is with its print security planning and deployment. The index is
based on seven factors, each given a weighting in the index as indicated below.
Annual print security spending as a proportion of overall security spending (weight = 25%)
• More than 20% = 5
• 15-20% = 5
• 10-15% = 4
• 6-10% = 3
• 4-6% = 2
• 2-4% = 1
• 1-2% = 1
• 0% - none = 0
• Don’t know = 0
Whether print security assessments are carried out (weight = 25%)
• We have carried out assessments for more than 12 months = 5
• We have started to carry assessments within the last 12 months = 4
• We plan to start assessments in the next 12 months = 3
• We plan to start assessments, but not within the next 12 months = 2
• We should do assessments, but have no plans = 1
• We do not carry out assessments and see no value in them = 0
• Don't know = 0
Whether five print security-specific capabilities are in place
• Pull printing (weight = 10%)
• A formal print security policy stating how print security should be ensured and the policy enforced (weight =
10%)
• Secure mobile printing from smartphones (weight = 10%)
• Third party testing for printing devices (weight = 10%)
• Firmware updates (weight = 10%)
For each print security capability
• Currently use = 5
• Plan to use in next 12 months = 3
• Plan to use beyond 12 months = 2
• No plans to use = 0
• Don’t know = 0
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Appendix 3 – Use of Managed Print
Services
Use of managed print services (MPS)
Total

62%

Country

US

74%
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Size

32%

56%
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36%

44%
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500 plus
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24%
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26%
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58%
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60%
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7%
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30%

8%

36%
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Prof services
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Retail
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About Quocirca
Quocirca is a primary research and analysis company specialising in the business impact of information technology
and communications (ITC). With worldwide, native language reach, Quocirca provides in-depth insights into the views
of buyers and influencers in large, mid-sized and small organisations. Its analyst team is made up of real-world
practitioners with first-hand experience of ITC delivery who continuously research and track the industry and its real
usage in the markets.
For more information, visit www.quocirca.com.

Disclaimer:
This report has been written independently by Quocirca. During the preparation of this report, Quocirca may have
used a number of sources for the information and views provided. Although Quocirca has attempted wherever
possible to validate the information received from each vendor, Quocirca cannot be held responsible for any errors
in information received in this manner.
Although Quocirca has taken what steps it can to ensure that the information provided in this report is true and
reflects real market conditions, Quocirca cannot take any responsibility for the ultimate reliability of the details
presented. Therefore, Quocirca expressly disclaims all warranties and claims as to the validity of the data presented
here, including any and all consequential losses incurred by any organisation or individual taking any action based on
such data and advice.
All brand and product names are recognised and acknowledged as trademarks or service marks of their respective
holders.
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